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(57) Abstract

A method and apparatus are provided to allow at least portions of two fieldbus messages to be stored in a fieldbus device (30). The
fieldbus device (30) includes a media access unit (32), a fieldbus communication controller (34), and a controller (36). The media access
unit (32) is coupleable to a fieldbus loop (12) to receive fieldbus signals and provide a digital bitstream related to the fieldbus signals. The
fieldbus communication controller (36) assembles data segments relating to at least portions of two fieldbus messages from the bitstream
and stores the segments in a receive FIFO memory (46). The controller (36) is adapted to read the segments from die receive FIFO (46)
memory and act upon fieldbus messages.
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FIELDBUS MESSAGE QUEUING METHOD AND
APPARATUS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
The process industry uses a variety of

devices to monitor and control industrial processes.
Such devices include process variable transmitters,

5 process actuators, process alarm devices, and process
control modules

.

Process variable transmitters are used to
monitor process variables associated with industrial
processes. Such variables include pressure,

10 temperature, flow, level, pH, turbidity, density,
concentration, chemical composition and other
properties. Process actuators are used to control
valves, pumps, heaters, agitators, solenoids, vents,
and other such devices. Process alarm devices are

15 used to remotely monitor a specific process variable
provided by a process variable transmitter, among
other things, and provide an alarm if the process
variable deviates unacceptably from the process norm.
Process control modules receive information related to

20 the process from process variable transmitters,
perform analyses upon the received process information
and initiate corrective action through process
actuators. Generally, a process control module is
located in a control room to facilitate user

25 interaction.

Due to the volatile nature of the process
field environment, process devices should not generate
a spark that could couple to and ignite explosive
atmospheres and flammable material . Process devices

30 generally satisfy this design criteria by either
having explosion-proof housings as specified in NEC

"JOT in- <wn nnfiR7noA i i >
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Sections 500-503, dated 1996, or by having

intrinsically safe circuits. When a process device is

intrinsically safe, it operates on such low power

levels that it is generally not able to generate a

5 spark with enough energy to cause ignition even under

fault conditions. This design criteria is further

complicated by the fact that additional external power

sources are often not available to power a process

device in the field. Thus, the process device must

10 rely upon power supplied from the process loop itself

while being either explosion-proof or intrinsically

safe. Low power process devices are able to meet

intrinsic safety criteria while still operating solely

upon power received from a process control loop.

15 In the process industry, rapid and reliable

communication between the process devices is very

important. In the past, such communication involved a

process variable transmitter controlling the amount of

current flowing through a process control loop based

2 0 upon a process variable. Current was supplied from a

current source in the control room and the process

variable transmitter controlled the amount of current

from its location in the field. For example, a 4

milliamp (mA) signal could be used to indicate a zero

25 reading while a 20 mA could be used to indicate a

full-scale reading. As technology progresses, there

is an ever- increasing demand to provide more and more

information about the process and the process devices

themselves

.

3 0 Foundation™ Fieldbus and Profibus-PA

(referred to collectively as fieldbus) are multi-drop

serial digital communications protocols intended for

connecting field instruments and other process devices
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such as monitoring and simulation units in process
control systems. The physical layer of the fieldbus
protocols are defined by Instrument Society of America
standard ISA-S50 . 02-1992 , and its draft 2 extension

5 dated 1995; or lEC 1158-2 dated 1993. Fieldbus allows
enhanced digital communication over previous process
control loop methods while maintaining the ability to
power process devices coupled to the fieldbus loop and
while meeting intrinsic safety requirements.

0 The introduction of fieldbus initially
provided a digital process loop capable of allowing
communication at 31,250 bits/second. Later, revisions
of fieldbus allow 1 megabit/second and 2.5
megabits/second rates of digital serial communication.

5 Other communications rates are contemplated also
contemplated

.

Fieldbus now provides significant
capabilities for digitally communicating immense
amounts of process data. Thus, there is a continuing

3 need to develop process devices capable of maximizing
fieldbus communication effectiveness while minimizing
power consumption, cost, and device size.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
A method and apparatus are provided to allow at

5 least portions of two fieldbus messages to be stored
in a fieldbus device. The fieldbus device includes a

media access unit, a fieldbus communication
controller, and a controller. The media access unit
is coupleable to a fieldbus loop to receive fieldbus

) signals and provide a digital bitstream related to the
fieldbus signals. The fieldbus communication
controller assembles data segments relating to at
least portions of two fieldbus messages from the
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bitstream and stores the segments in a receive FIFO

memory. The controller is adapted to read the

segments from the receive FIFO memory and act upon
f ieldbus messages

.

5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Fig . 1 is a block diagram of a fieldbus

process control system illustrating the environment of

the invention.

Fig . 2 is a block diagram of a fieldbus
10 device in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention

.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of another
fieldbus device in accordance with another embodiment
of the invention.

15 Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the fieldbus
communication controller of Figs. 2 and 3 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention

.

Figs. 5A - 5C are diagrammatic views of a

20 fieldbus receive first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory of

the fieldbus communication controller of Fig. 4,

Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a

method of storing received fieldbus segments in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

25 Fig. 7 is a timing diagram illustrating
fieldbus message timing.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
Although the present invention will be

described with reference to preferred fieldbus
30 embodiments, workers skilled in the art will recognize

that changes may be made in form and detail without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention,
which is defined by the appended claims.
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Fig. 1 is a block diagram of fieldbus

process control system 10 illustrating a process
measurement /control environment. System 10 includes

fieldbus loop 12, loop terminations 14, fieldbus power
5 supply 16, and fieldbus devices 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 and

28 .

System 10 is wired in a spur implementation,
however a variety of other wiring implementations are
possible. Fieldbus terminations 14 terminate opposite

10 ends of fieldbus loop 12. Each of fieldbus
terminations 14 is modeled as a capacitor in series
with a resistor. Generally, the capacitor has a

capacitance of about 1 microfarad and the resistor has
a resistance of about 100 ohms. Fieldbus power supply

15 16 is also coupled to fieldbus loop 12 to provide
power to fieldbus devices 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28

coupled to fieldbus loop 12. Generally, fieldbus
devices require a voltage between 9 and 3 5 volts DC
which is supplied by fieldbus power supply 16 over

20 fieldbus loop 12.

A fieldbus device is a process device that
is adapted through hardware, software, or a

combination of the two, for communication in

accordance with the fieldbus protocols defined above.

25 Process devices 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 and 28 are but a

few examples of fieldbus devices. For example,

fieldbus device 18 is a host device operating as a

fieldbus process control module providing control
functions to the process. Fieldbus devices 20 and 22

3 0 are, for example, process variable transmitters, which
provide process information related to process
variables. Fieldbus device 24 is a process actuator
which closes a valve or performs some other actuation
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function upon receiving a fieldbus message from

fieldbus loop 12. Fieldbus device 26 is a process

alarm which monitors process variable information from

fieldbus devices 20 and 22 and provides an alarm if

5 the process variable information from fieldbus devices

20 and 22 deviates unacceptably from a process norm.

Fieldbus device 28 is a diagnostic unit such as a

fieldbus monitor and simulation unit with a user

interface for troubleshooting.

10 Fieldbus loop 12 is any media configuration

including two or more conductors which are suitable

for passing signals in accordance with the physical

layer specifications defined above. Thus, fieldbus

loop 12 can be a low speed fieldbus, high speed

15 fieldbus, or any other fieldbus implementation devised

which conforms to the protocols cited above

.

Fig. 2 is a system block diagram of fieldbus

device 3 0 shown coupled to fieldbus loop 12 having a

media access unit 32, fieldbus communication
20 controller 34, and controller 36. While media access

unit 32, fieldbus communication controller 34, and

controller 36 will generally be described as separate,

such description is intended to enhance clarity, and

it is contemplated that such components could be

25 provided on a single application specific integrated

circuit

.

Media access unit 32 is adapted to couple to

fieldbus loop 12 to transmit and receive analog

signals representative of fieldbus messages or frames.

30 During reception, media access unit 32 converts the

received analog signals into digital signals that

generally include serially encoded Manchester data.

Media access unit 32 includes a serial output
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interface 38, which bi-directionally provides the

digital data at ,a first rate of transmission. For
example, low speed fieldbus provides- for data
transmission at a rate of 31,250 bits/second. Thus,
if media access unit 32 is adapted to function with a

low speed fieldbus, then the first rate of
transmission is about 31,250 bits/seconds,

Fieldbus communication controller 34 can be
an application specific integrated circuit, and
includes a serial input interface 40 coupled to the
serial output interface 38 of media access unit 32.

Fieldbus communication controller 34 also includes a
data output 42 which provides data at a second rate of
transmission which is faster than the first rate of

15 transmission provided by media access unit 32.

Fieldbus communication controller 34 also includes a

fieldbus receive first - in-first-out (FIFO) memory 46
which can store fieldbus data and facilitate speed
matching of the two data transmission rates. Fieldbus

2 0 receive FIFO memory 4 6 is a memory arrangement in
fieldbus communication controller 34 that is adapted
to store data segments in the order in which they were
received.

Controller 3 6 includes a data input
25 interface 44 coupled to data output interface 42 of

fieldbus communication controller 34. Data input
interface is adapted to communicate with data output
interface 42, and as such can be a parallel or serial
interface. Controller 36 can be a microprocessor or a

30 direct memory access controller, and can provide any
of a wide variety of control functions, or controller
36 can merely log fieldbus data from fieldbus loop 12.

The data can be process data or diagnostic data

nnnin- <wn nrwRynnAi i ^
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related to the operation of the fieldbus protocol

itself

.

During reception of fieldbus data, media

access unit 32 receives Manchester encoded data in

5 fieldbus format from fieldbus loop 12 and converts it

into Manchester encoded digital data at logic levels

which data is provided to fieldbus communication

controller 34 through ports 38, 40. Fieldbus

communication controller 34 receives the Manchester

10 encoded serial bitstream and decodes the bitstream

while assembling the bits into data segments. A data

segment is any grouping of two or more bits. For

example a data segment can be a nibble, octet, byte,

word or any other grouping. The data segments are

15 stored in receive FIFO memory 4 6 to be read by

controller 36. The fieldbus message, or frame,

includes a preamble, start delimiter, fieldbus data

segment (s), frame check sequence (FCS) segments and an

end delimiter, each of which may comprise one or more

20 data segments. Each stored fieldbus data segment can

be read by controller 36 to operate upon the fieldbus

message. Optionally, the FCS segments can be read by

controller 36 for data integrity purposes.

One feature of embodiments of the invention

25 includes the adaptation of fieldbus communication

controller 34 to allow at least portions of two

fieldbus messages to co-exist in fieldbus receive FIFO

memory 4 6 without generating an error and losing any

portion of either fieldbus message. In the past, it

3 0 was necessary for a controller to completely read the

data segments corresponding to a given fieldbus

message from the fieldbus receive FIFO memory before a

start delimiter from a second message was received
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from the fieldbus loop. If a start delimiter from a

second fieldbus message was received before all data

segments corresponding to the first message had been
removed from the fieldbus receive FIFO memory, then an

B error was generated and both fieldbus messages were
lost because there was no way to track the boundary
between portions of multiple fieldbus messages. To
help remedy this problem, the fieldbus communication
controller would be configured to provide an interrupt

10 signal to the controller when a pre-selected number of

data segments were present in the fieldbus receive
FIFO memory. Upon receiving the interrupt request
from the fieldbus communication controller, it was
important for the controller to act very quickly to

15 read the fieldbus data segments from the fieldbus
receive FIFO memory or risk the arrival of a new start
delimiter and the associated error. Such results were
highly undesirable in the process industry as

accurate, real-time, process information is a virtual
20 necessity.

Fig. 3 is a system block diagram of fieldbus
device 50 implemented in accordance with an embodiment
of the invention similar to that shown in Fig. 2,

Fieldbus device 50 bears many similarities to fieldbus
25 device 3 0 shown in Fig. 2 and like elements are

numbered similarly, Fieldbus device 50 includes media
access unit 32 which is coupled to fieldbus loop 12 to
provide serial fieldbus data to fieldbus communication
controller 34. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 3,

3 0 fieldbus communication controller 34 includes an

end_ptr pointer 52 which is adapted to indicate a

segment location of a beginning segment of a portion
of a second fieldbus message or frame.

Donin: <wn nnfiS7mAi i >
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As shown in Fig. 3, controller 3 6 can be

coupled to a sensor 56 or actuator 58 to monitor or

control a process. For example, sensor 5 6 can be a

pressure sensor, temperature sensor, or any other
5 suitable sensor. Actuator 58 can be an electric

solenoid, pneumatic valve, or any other suitable
actuator

.

Fieldbus device 50 also includes power
supply 60. Power supply 60 is coupleable to fieldbus

10 loop 12 to receive power from fieldbus loop 12 and is

coupled to media access unit 32, fieldbus
communication controller 34, controller 36, sensor 56,

and actuator 58 to provide power to those components.
In this manner, fieldbus device SO can be adapted to

15 be powered completely from power received from
fieldbus loop 12.

Fig, 4 is a system block diagram of fieldbus
communication controller 34. Fieldbus communication
controller 34 includes receive state machine 62,

2 0 receive FIFO memory 46, controller register
interface/bank 64, timers 66, transmit FIFO memory 68,

dual FIFO interface 70, clock control 72, auxiliary
register interface/bank 74, jabber timer 76, transmit
state machine 78, and loop back module 80.

25 Lines 82 comprise a low speed serial
interface, which is coupleable to a media access unit,
such as media access unit 32 shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Receive lines RxA and RxS are coupled to a digital
phase lock loop (PLL) module 84 in receive state

3 0 machine 62. Phase lock loop module 84 allows receive
state machine 62 to synchronize to a preamble field
and decode Manchester encoded data when line RxA
becomes active. Once the preamble has been detected.
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receive state machine 62 waits for the start delimiter

pattern. If receive state machine 62 detects that the

start delimiter has inverted polarity, it corrects the

polarity of data. The start delimiter determines the

5 segment boundary within the bit stream. After the

start delimiter has been detected by receive state

machine 62, the serial bitstream is converted into

data segments by receive state machine 62 which

segments are then written into receive FIFO memory 46.

10 Receive state machine 62 continues to place new data

segments into receive FIFO memory 4 6 until it detects
an end delimiter. Once the end delimiter has been
detected and the. FCS segments verified, receive state

machine 62 waits for the RxA line to go inactive.

15 When the RxA line is inactive, receive state machine
62 returns to its initial state waiting for the next

active RxA signal.

Receive FIFO memory 46 accepts the data
segments from receive state machine 62 and allows a

20 controller such as controller 36 (shown in Figs. 2 and

3) to access the stored data segments through
controller register interface/bank 64. Controller
register interface/bank 64 includes a plurality of

lines 86 which comprise a data output which provides

25 data at a second rate of transmission. The second

rate of transmission is faster than the rate provided
by low speed serial interface 82. Lines 86 can
comprise a parallel interface, or a serial interface

as long as the rate of data transmission is faster

3 0 than that of interface 82.

Transmit FIFO memory. 6 8 is coupled to

controller register interface bank 64 and transmit

state machine 78. Transmit FIFO memory 68 and

mnin- «rwn nn.«;f;7noAi t >
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transmit state machine 78 are used to transmit

fieldbus information over fieldbus loop 12. Dual FIFO
interface 70 is coupled to controller register
interface/bank 64 as well as auxiliary controller

5 interface/bank 74 . Dual FIFO interface 70 and
auxiliary controller interface/bank 74 are used to

interface to an optional second controller (not shown)

which may provide additional functions such as sensor
linearization or the like. Clock control 72 is

10 provided by fieldbus communication controller 34 to
maintain proper signal timing.

Fig. 5A is a diagrammatic view of a fieldbus
receive FIFO memory 46 with associated rd_adr pointer
90 and wrt_adr pointer 92. Pointers 90 and 92 can be

15 embodied in any memory which can store data indicative
of fieldbus data segment locations in receive FIFO
memory 46. For illustration purposes, receive FIFO
memory 4 6 is shown with 8 fieldbus data segment
locations. Preferably receive FIFO memory 46 includes

20 32 such segment locations, but any number of segments
is contemplated. Pointers 90, 92 are wrap-around
pointers such that once a pointer is incremented past
data segment location 7, the pointer will indicate
data segment location 0. Pointers 90, 92 can be three

25 bit counters in the above example, however if more
than 8 segment locations are provided by receive FIFO
memory 46, then pointers 90, 92 will include an
appropriate number of bits. In operation, pointer 92

is incremented as each new data segment is stored in
30 receive FIFO memory 46. Thus, pointer 92 will indicate

the next available segment location into which a

received fieldbus data segment can be stored. Pointer
90 indicates the current location of the next fieldbus
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data segment to be read from receive FIFO memory 4 6 by

a controller such as controller 36 (shown in Figs. 2

and 3) . Such a controller would generally read the

data segment indicated by pointer 90 from receive FIFO

5 memory 46; increment pointer 9 0 to the next data
segment; check whether receive FIFO memory 46 was been
emptied as a result of the previous read operation;
and continually repeat the process until receive FIFO
memory 4 6 is empty. Thus, for each data segment read

10 from fieldbus receive FIFO memory 46, the controller
generally checks after each segment read operation to
see whether fieldbus receive FIFO memory 46 was
emptied as a result of a previous read operation.
Other types of FIFO memory structures can be used in

15 accordance with the invention. For example, FIFO
memory 4 6 can be formed using a linked list data
structure such that data pointers can be updated to
effect the FIFO memory.

Fig. 5B is a diagrammatic view of fieldbus
20 receive FIFO memory 46, associated rd_adr pointer 90,

wrt_adr pointer 92, and fieldbus receive FIFO counter
94. Counter 94 is a four bit up/down counter adapted
to keep count of the total number of fieldbus data
segments stored in receive FIFO 46. However, if more

25 than 8 segment locations are provided by receive FIFO
memory 46, counter 94 will include the appropriate
number of bits. Counter 94 increments with each
write, decrements with each read, and maintains the

same count if both read and write occur on the same
30 clock cycle. Pointers 90 and 92 function as described

with respect to Fig. 5A. Fieldbus data segments
corresponding to a fieldbus message (Msgl) are stored
in receive FIFO locations 1 - 3. Thus, fieldbus

nnnin- --wo nA<;«;7nnA i i -»
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receive FIFO counter 94 stores a value of 3 . By

providing a count of the total number of data segments

present in receive FIFO memory 46, a controller such

as controller 3 6 can iteratively "burst read" a number

5 of fieldbus data segments beginning at the segment
indicated by rd_adr pointer 90.

Fig. 5C is a diagrammatic view of receive
FIFO memory 46, rd_adr pointer 90, wrt_adr pointer 92,

counter 94, end_ptr pointer 96, and message segment
10 counter 98. Pointers 90, 92 and counter 94 operate as

described above with respect to Fig. 5B . End_ptr
pointer 96 can be considered a place holder and points
to the first data segment of a portion of a second
fieldbus message. Pointer 96 is set to wrt_adr

15 pointer 92 when Rcv_end occurs and queue_empty is

false (indicating the end of the first fieldbus
message) . Message segment counter 98 is provided for

controller 36 to read at any time, and indicates a

valid segment count for the first fieldbus message
20 (Msgl) stored in fieldbus receive FIFO memory 46 even

if data segments for a second fieldbus message (Msg2)

are also stored in fieldbus receive FIFO memory 46.

The addition of message segment counter 98 allows a

controller such as controller 36 to burst read all

25 fieldbus message segments corresponding to fieldbus
message Msgl.

The following data structures facilitate the

storage of at least portions of two fieldbus messages
in fieldbus receive FIFO memory 46. Such data

3 0 structures are generally stored in controller register
interface/bank 64 (shown in Fig. 4) .

Queue_empty can be a flag which is set true

if counter 94 equals 0. A flag is a Boolean data
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structure having only two states, on or off. These

states can also be referred to as true or false, and

one or zero

.

Queue_full can be a flag which is set true

5 if counter 94 equals the total number of segment
locations provided by receive FIFO memory 46 (i.e. 8

in Figs. 5A - 5C)

.

Rcv_end can be a pulse indicating that a

fieldbus message has been received. This is an

10 interrupt bit for the controller, and is set after an

end delimiter is verified,

Liast_Segment_Read is a pulse indicating that

the last segment of a first fieldbus message has just

been read from fieldbus receive FIFO memory 46. This
15 is set when end_ptr_valid is true, queue_full is

false, and rd_adr pointer 90 equals end_jptr 96.

End_ptr_valid is a signal that indicates
when data from two fieldbus messages are currently
stored in fieldbus receive FIFO memory 46. This

20 signal is used to qualify when the end_ptr setting is

valid. End_ptr_valid is set true when Rcv_end occurs
and queue_empty is false. This signal is cleared to

false on reset, or if last_segment_read occurs, or if

queue_empty is true, or if Msg^Err is active.

25 Msg_Err can be an error interrupt flag that

indicates that a second fieldbus message has been
completely received before the first fieldbus message
was completely emptied from fieldbus receive FIFO
memory 46. Msg_Err is set if End_ptr_valid is set and

3 0 Rcv_end occurs.

Msg_End can be a status interrupt flag for

controller 36. This flag indicates that the last bit

of the first fieldbus message has been read, and the

DOC ID: <wo onssynnA i i >
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beginning of the second fieldbus message is already

stored in fieldbus receive FIFO memory 46 . Msg__End is

set true when Last_segment_read occurs and queue_empty

is false.

5 Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating steps

performed for a method of storing portions of at least

two fieldbus messages in accordance with an embodiment

of the invention. It should be noted that segments

may be read from the receive FIFO memory at any step

10 during the following method.

The method begins at block 100 when the

variables are initialized to pre-selected initial

conditions. Control passes to block 102 when the RxA
line goes high. At block 102, a fieldbus

15 communication controller receives a fieldbus data

segment. Upon receiving the fieldbus data segment,

control passes to block 104 where the received segment

is stored in receive FIFO memory at a segment location

indicated by a wrt_adr pointer (such as pointer 92) ; a

20 total FIFO receive counter (such as counter 94) is

incremented; a segment counter (such as counter 98) is

incremented; and a wrt__adr pointer is incremented.

Control then passes to block 106 which checks whether

the received segment was followed by an end delimiter
25 indicating that the segment is a last segment for a

fieldbus message. If the received fieldbus segment is

not the last segment , then control passes back to

block 102 which begins receiving another segment. If,

during block 106, the fieldbus communication
30 controller recognizes that the received segment is the

last segment of a fieldbus message, then controls

passes to block 108 which waits the RxA line goes

high, at which time control passes to block 110.
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At block 110, a controller such as fieldbus

communication controller 34 checks to see if the

receive FIFO memory is empty as indicated by the label

(Queue Empty?) . If the receive FIFO memory is empty,

5 then control is passed back to block 102 which begins
accumulating the fieldbus message as a first message.

This is because no other fieldbus message portions
are present in the receive FIFO memory. If controller
34 recognizes that the receive FIFO memory is not

10 empty, then control passes to block 112, because it is

necessary to set a pointer indicating a boundary
between the two fieldbus message portions. At block
112 an End_ptr pointer such as pointer 96 is set to

the current value of the wrt_adr pointer. After the

15 End_ptr has been set, control passes to block 114. At

block 114 a fieldbus segment is received after which
control passes to block 116,

At block 116, the received segment is stored
in the receive FIFO memory; the wrt_adr pointer is

20 incremented; and the total FIFO receive counter is

incremented. Control then passes to block 118 which
functions the same as block 106 to check whether the

received segment is the last segment for the second
fieldbus message. If the received segment is not the

25 last segment, then control passes back to block 114 to

receive another segment.

If controller 34, during block 118,

recognizes that the received segment is a last

segment, then control passes to block 120. At block
30 120, the controller checks to see whether the first

fieldbus message has been read {and thus removed) from

the receive FIFO memory. If the first fieldbus

message has been read from the receive FIFO memory.
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then control returns to block 108 to wait for another

start delimiter. However, if the first message has

not been read from the receive FIFO memory then an

error is set as there are no additional resources

5 available to track yet another fieldbus message

boundary. Those skilled in the art will recognize

that the above method can be performed by a computer
or other processor programmed with a computer program
stored on a computer readable medium.

10 Fig. 7 is a timing diagram of first and
second fieldbus messages. The times shown in Fig. 7

correspond to a low speed fieldbus providing a data

transmission rate of 31,250 bits/second. For the

purposes of illustration, it can be assumed that each
15 fieldbus segment includes eight bits such that a given

segment can be received in 256 microseconds. The

segments marked FCS correspond to checksums used to

ensure data integrity. The segments marked SD

indicate start delimiters while the segments marked ED

20 indicate end delimiters. Finally, the number of

segments of intermessage gap and preamble are

programmable, although the duration of each is

generally two segment periods. Thus, a controller
operating in conjunction with a known fieldbus

25 communication controller must respond to a fieldbus

communication controller interrupt within the period
of 5 data segments or 1.28 milliseconds in the above

scenario or risk losing the fieldbus message. In

contrast, a controller operating in conjunction with a

3 0 fieldbus communication controller in accordance with
embodiments of the invention need only respond to a

fieldbus communication controller interrupt within a

minimum period of nine data segments or 2.30
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milliseconds . This provides a significant reduction
of processor overhead especially for a high-traffic
fieldbus loop. The advantages of the invention become
even more important when fieldbus transmission speeds

5 increase faster than controller speeds.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A fieldbus device, comprising:

a media access unit, adapted to couple to a

fieldbus loop and receive signals

representative of fieldbus messages, and

having a serial output interface;

a fieldbus communication controller having a

serial input interface, coupled to the serial

output interface of the media access unit,

and having a data output

;

a controller having a data input interface

coupled to the data output interface of the

fieldbus communication controller; and

wherein the fieldbus communication controller

includes a receive first-in-first-out (FIFO)

memory and is adapted to simultaneously

store at least portions of two fieldbus

messages

.

2. The fieldbus device of claim 1, wherein the

data input interface of the controller is a parallel

interface

.

3. The fieldbus device of claim 1, wherein the

controller is a direct memory access controller.

4. The fieldbus device of claim 1, wherein the

fieldbus communication controller is an application

specific integrated circuit

.

5. The fieldbus device of claim 1, wherein the

controller is a microprocessor.

6. The fieldbus device of claim 1, wherein the

fieldbus communication controller includes a first

pointer adapted to indicate an address of one of the

at least portions of two fieldbus messages and a

second pointer adapted to indicate a starting address
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of another of the at least two portions of fieldbus
messages

.

7. The fieldbus device of claim 1, and further
comprising a sensor coupled to the controller and

coupleable to a process, the sensor adapted to provide
a sensor output to the controller based upon a process
variable

.

8. The fieldbus device of claim 1, and further
comprising an actuator coupled to the controller and
adapted to couple to a process to affect the process.
9. The fieldbus device of claim 1, wherein the
serial output interface of the media access unit is

adapted to provide data at a first rate of

transmission, the data output of the fieldbus
communication controller is adapted to* provide data at
a second rate of transmission which is faster than the
first rate of transmission.

10. The fieldbus device of claim 9, wherein the
first rate of transmission is less than about 1

megabit /second

.

11- The fieldbus device of claim 10, wherein the
first rate of transmission is about 31,250
bits/second.

12. The fieldbus device of claim 1 and further
comprising a power supply coupleable to the fieldbus
loop adapted to power the fieldbus device with power
received from the fieldbus loop.

13, The fieldbus device of claim 1, wherein the
fieldbus loop comprises a two-wire loop.

14, The fieldbus device of claim 1, wherein the

fieldbus loop comprises more than two conductors,
15 . An application specific integrated circuit for
storing at least portions of first and second fieldbus
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messages, the circuit comprising:

a serial input interface adapted to receive

serial fieldbus data at a first transmission

rate ;

a data output adapted to provide fieldbus data at

a second rate of transmission which is

faster than the first rate of transmission;

a receive first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory
coupled to the serial input interface and
the data output and adapted to store a

plurality of fieldbus data segments;

a first pointer adapted to indicate a segment

location corresponding to a current receive

first-in-first-out read location;

a second pointer adapted to indicate a segment

location corresponding to a current receive

first-in-first-out write location; and

a third pointer adapted to indicate a segment

location corresponding to a first segment of

a portion of the second fieldbus message.

16. The circuit of claim 15, and further
comprising a counter adapted to maintain a count of a

total number of fieldbus data segments stored in the

receive first-in-first-out

.

17 . The circuit of claim 16 and further
comprising

:

a first flag adapted to indicate whether the

receive first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory is

empty;

a second flag adapted to indicate whether the

receive first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory is

full; and

a third flag adapted to indicate whether the
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circuit has received a fieldbus message.

18. The circuit of claim 17, and further

comprising a fourth flag adapted to indicate whether
an end segment of the first fieldbus message has been
read from the receive f irst - in- first -out (FIFO)

memory

.

19. The circuit of claim 18, and further
comprising an error flag adapted to indicate whether
the second fieldbus message had been completely
received before the first fieldbus message was read
from the receive f irst - in- first -out (FIFO) memory.

20. The circuit of claim T9 , and further
comprising a status flag adapted to indicate whether
the end segment of the first fieldbus message had been
read from the receive first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory
and whether the second fieldbus message was already in

the receive first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory.

21. A method of receiving at least portions of

multiple fieldbus messages, comprising:

serially receiving data representative of a first

fieldbus message and at least a portion of a

second fieldbus messages-

assembling data representative of the first

fieldbus message into at least one first

-

message segment

;

storing the at least one first -message segment

into a receive first-in-first -out (FIFO)

memor*y ;

assembling data representative of the at least a

portion of the second fieldbus message into

at least one second-message segment; and
storing the at least one second-message segment

into the receive first-in-first-out (FIFO)
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memory while the at least one first-message

segment is stored in the receive first-in-

first-out (FIFO) memory.

22. The method of claim 21, and further comprising

maintaining a count of a number of the at least one

first-message segments stored in the receive first-in-

first -out (FIFO) memory.

23. The method of claim 21, wherein the at least one

first message segment comprises a plurality of

segments

.

24. The method of claim 21, and further comprising

maintaining a pointer indicating a first segment of

the at least one second message segment

.

25. The method of claim 21, and further comprising

maintaining a count of a total number of segments

stored in the receive first-in-first-out (FIFO)

memory

.

26. A fieldbus computer program on computer-

readable media comprising:

receive first-in-first-out storage instructions

for receiving at least portions of two

fieldbus messages and storing the at least

portions in a receive first-in-first-out

{ FIFO ) memory

;

pointer instructions for storing information

related to an end segment location if the at

least one fieldbus message segment is an end

segment

;

counting instructions that maintain a count of a

total number of message segments stored in

the receive first-in-first-out (FIFO)

memory; and

reading instructions that iteratively read
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segments from incremental locations of the

receive first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory

based upon the number of segments stored in

the receive first- in-first-out (FIFO) memory
and the pointer information.

27. A fieldbus device comprising:

means for receiving serial data corresponding to

at least portions of two fieldbus messages
from a fieldbus loop;

means for providing and storing data segments
based upon the serial data; and

means for reading the data segments.
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